Hybrid & Distance Learning Made Easy
WHAT is the product?
Jigabot is an auto-tracking robot
that makes it easy to capture &
stream teachers or classes. It works
by following small Dots attached to a
teacher's clothing or lanyard.

WHERE does it stand out?
Easy as 1-2-3!
Attach a camera to the Jigabot
Attach Dots to yourself
Power ON!
Works with any device - laptop,
tablet, smart phone, camera, etc.
Compatible with ANY streaming
service, no special app required
Uses IR technology to perfectly
frame teacherTracks in virtually
any indoor environment

WHO is it for?
Teachers
Professors
Coaches & Trainers

FEATURES
Product Quality
Made of aluminum, manufactured in the
USA, and has 18 month warranty
Tracking
Can tract up to 1,000 feet away with
accuracy in inches. Designed to see a
subject in 360 degrees, meaning it can
track even if facing a whiteboard
Video Quality
Powerful motors result in the most
responsive, smooth, and accurate video
quality in industry
Audio Microphone
Any mic integrated into your device or
third party mic like Airpods, etc.
Power
Endless life (plugged into the wall) or used
with external battery pack

Hybrid & Distance Learning Made Easy

WHEN would it be used?
Hybrid Classrooms
Distance/Virtual Learning
Recording Lectures
Sporting Events
Film & Video Class

WHY is it good for Education?
Easy to use and setup
No need for additional hardware
Use your own devices & mics
Quality product that will last with heavy
classroom use
Use camera & video cables (HDMI,HDSDI, etc.) to stream

FAQ
What are the Dots?
IR emitters that are magnetically backed,
allowing for fast attachment to a subject
How long do the Dot batteries last?
Up to 9 hours using 2 Dots, or up to 4.5
hours using 4 Dots
What are the different mounting options?
1. Smartphone/Tablet using the Ball Head
Mount and Tablet Mount
2. Laptop using the Top Mount and Laptop
Mount
3. Camera or Web Camera using the
provided 3/8-16 or 1/4-20 screw
Do you need the Desktop Tripod?
No, but it is highly recommended you use
some type of tripod
Is the Lanyard required?
No, but it is nice to have as it allows for
quick attachment of Dots that are equally
spaced
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